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assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
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ABSTRACT 

The phenomenon of increased background when two photomultiplier tubes 

are used in coincidence is e~lained as a cosmic ray effect due to the latter 

being absorbed in glass with the resultant emission of light. 
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When two photomultiplie~ ~ubes are used in a co~ncidence circuit to 

count solid or liquid scintillator samples, a higher background ,is noted 

for the two tubes when they can "see" each other than ~hen they are care-

fully shielded from each other. We have observed this phenomenon when 

the photomultiplier tubes are either facing each other, or at right angles 

(see Table I). 

This phenomenon has been noted by other workers1 and since they 

observed the effect only when the photomultiplier tubes were facing each 

other, it was called a "light-dark current" and was ascribed to light 

emission by a sensitive electrode of one of the photomultiplier tubes when 

electrons were ejected during the normal functioning of the tube. 

This increase in background, as noted above, may be explained as 

due to cosmic ray absorption in materials that are only weakly fluorescent, 

such as the glass of the photomultiplier tubes. This concept has been 

verified using extra shielding, glas.s block scintillators, various geo~ 
. . ' . - . ~ 

(1) F. N. Hayes, R. D. Hiebertr and R. L. Schuch, Science, 116, 140 (1952). 
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metrical arrangements and pulse-height discrimination. 
, .. 

Eltperimental 

Two DuMont 6292 photomultiplisr tube~2 Were c:lc}nnected to individual 

preamplifie;t>s and set in a ligh~t~ght" box;" where they c6uid. be set either 
.- . . ' • ... ; . 

in line facing each· other or at :right ·angles. ..This 13ntire assembly was · .: . 

placed in a deep-fi'eeze unit which opened from. the top and which was main-: 

tained at -15° C. 

The photomultiplier tubes were operated at 1750 volts·between the 

photocathode and the last dynode • The signal from the preamplifiers was 

sent to a coin~idence circuit having a resolving time of 5 .J.l; seconds and 

which was adjusted t·o respond to ptilse heights .greater than that due to tube 

noise·~ The resUlting signal Vc:is counted -,011 a standard scale of 64. 

:·Results 

· As ·indicated in Tabla I, column ;2, the background for the uncovered 

photomultiplier tubes is approximately the same whether the· tubes :face each 

other or are at right 'angles and is appreciably, larger than when. the tubes 

are covered with blaCk .paper. Since :the· tubes can ·still. u see11 each:. other: . 

at right angles this does no't disprove -the.-<.sedondary ·electron ·light emission 

theory • · ·" -.: .. 

petween the .tubes; about a ·100% increase· in background count ·rate was ob

served, again of· comparable value either with, the tubes in line or at right 

angles • Seventy-two· ho'ur.S of. ·light and winperatU:re aging was used t·o in

sure against·phosphorescent 'effects in this experiment.-· Although the ratio 

of volume of glass in the photomul,tiplier tube ends to the total glass 

.· ·. ";'· 
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with the glass block inserted is about 12 cc. to 220 cc., the observed 

increase in background pulse rate ascribed to .~lass fluorescence was only 

from 150 cts/m.in. to 508 cts/m.in. Since the absorption of light by a 

block of glass such as this is g.uite large, this lack of proportionality 

is not surprising. We also are not certain that the fluorescent efficiency 

of the two types of glass are the same. 

Shielding the photomultiplier tubes and sample bax: with lead 2 inches 

thick resulted in a significant reduction in the background count rate, which 

would be expected if cosmic rays were the primary cause for this background 

phenOiilenort. Furthermore an analysis of the pulse heights produced by these 

photomultiplier tubes with the glass block inserted showed these pulses to 
' ' 

be much larger than those derived from the dark durrent alone, and even 

to be generally larger than, those from c14 (3-rays in an a-naphthylphenyl

axazol-diphenylaxazol-toluene scintillation solution. 

On the basis of these experiments, it is suggested that the increase 

:i,n background count rate between self-light shielded and unshielded photo-

multiplier tubes in coincidence circuit scintillation counting is actually 

a cosmic ray background, and should be so called. One factor has not been \ l 

explored, and that is the contribution of cosmic ray shower effects on the 

background or paired, but light-sh.i.elded, photOIIiultiplier tubes. This 

would a'lso be a cosmic ray background but rather difficul-t to distinguish 

from the normal dark•current coincidence count rate. 
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Counting Rate {in cts/5 min.)._ for. f'wo Photomultiplier Tubes 

Photomultiplier tubes 
at right angles, to each 
other. 

--~ Average- ' 

Photomultiplier tubes 
facing each other. 

Average -

.. i 

___ -·in a Coincidence CirCuit :_ :.~. · .. : .-· 

Faces 
Cov;ered 

1008 

1o56 
.--

1024 

.960 
,. 

1012 

976 

992 

-'944 

1040-........_., 

--988 > 

:· .. ·' .: 

'\ 

>-

Glass Block Inserted 
Faces rea·d 

Uncovered _ Unshie:;lde~ Shielded 

1760 3536 2928' 

1696. 3536 --- 2960 

1776 3616 2992 
--

1744 3424 3d 56 - --- . .-; 

1744 3528 2984 
,.•,.' 

.. 1792 -3536 "3040 

1728 -3536 3072-

. 1776.: ,.,, 3584 .. 2992 

l769 '-
3568 2960 

~ 

-1761 3542 I 3000 




